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Thousands of Poles took to the streets of Warsaw to protest a controversial law
that would introduce a complete ban on abortion in the country. Many of the
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that would introduce a complete ban on abortion in the country. Many of the
demonstrators were dressed in black.

Hundreds of women could be heard shouting “My body, my affair!” according to
Radio Poland. Meanwhile, some of those attending the demonstration unveiled
placards which read “We are saddened to inform you of the death of women’s
rights.”

Speakers at the rally said planned
legislation that would make abortion illegal
even for women who are victims of incest or
rape or whose lives were endangered by a
pregnancy would be “barbaric.”

Those who are found to have terminated
their pregnancies are liable to be sent to jail.
Those drafting the bill say they want to
reduce the number of abortions in Poland. A
petition supporting the bill to outlaw abortion
has already gathered around 450,000
signatures.

“We will not allow our hospitals to be turned into torture chambers and our
doctors into prison guards,” said one of the organizers of the protest, Agnieszka
Dziemianowicz-Bak, a member of the left-wing Together party, as cited by AP.

However, an alternative petition by the pro-choice Save Women coalition has
been signed over 215,000 times and says that women should be allowed to
have an abortion up to the 12th week of a pregnancy.

A general strike by women is planned to take place on Monday, October 3 in
protest against the proposed abortion ban. They want to cause disruptions in
order to highlight their cause.
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Demonstrations are planned in 60 cities across the country, with many
companies in Poland saying they will support the rallies by not opening their
doors for business, the Krakow Post reports.

Last year in June, Women on Waves, a Netherlands-based non-profit
organization, launched an ‘abortion drone’ that dropped pregnancy-terminating
pills in Poland. Taking off over the border in Germany before heading to the
Polish border town of Slubice, it dropped two packs of mifepristone and
misoprostol to two women, who took the pills when they arrived.

A survey published this week by Newsweek Polska magazine has shown that
around 74 percent of Polish people are sticking to a third opinion – that the
current restriction should stay in place without any changes.

Mass protests organized by human rights activists and women’s rights groups
have been sweeping the country, while a number of anti-abortion groups in
staunchly Catholic Poland have been staging their own rallies which have
attracted thousands of supporters.
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because of their inferiority complex (justi�ed some say) and their American... See more

· Share · 5 Likes

Green Boomerang
· 1d

Reply

Gold Guitar

Your inferiority complex is showing like the sun in the sky. Why so bitter? 

· Share · 3 Likes

Green Boomerang
· 1d

Reply

Purple Carrot

Nicely said. Imagine living in a country with 20 years of pro-US propaganda at 
every corner with unlimited funding - this is the end result

· Share · 2 Likes

Green Boomerang
· 1d

Reply

Red Pumpkin

We are between Russia and USA all the time pal. Previously we were between 
agressive Germans and Russia. Before than previously we as a Country were 
divided between Prusia (Germans), Austria and Russia. In the mid ages there 
was a lot of battles and wars in Poland with Russians and Germans. So get your 
complexes and try to treat them somwhere else. Yes We have a problem with 
you Russians because you want to conquer us from hmm.. 1000 freakin years!!!
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· 1d

Reply

Green Cloud

Wow,how awful it must be;to be a woman,living in a patriarchal system,amongst 
fellow women who have been so browbeaten as to turn on their own sex.
Every sperm is sacred every sperm is pure,if a sperm is wasted...God gets mighty sore! 
   

· Share · 1 Like

Green Cloud
· 1d

Reply

Cyan Chilli

World is yawning at feminism that since the 1970s reduced the standards of 
living for women in some instances by 60%.

When they were bailing out banks did they worry about  feminists? No just 
when it suits a pro-abortion agenda.

· Share
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Reply

Cyan Chilli

We are a world of hate.

· Share · 1 Like
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Reply

King_Arthur1 Leader

It's not death of women's rights. It's not a right to kill anybody including babies. They 
just prevent them from committing murders.

· Share · 1 Like

King_Arthur1
· 23h

Reply

Cyan Chilli

A mother killing her unborn child is progress in the modern world. I long for the 
old world if that is the case. Take your diseased and corrupted society and put 
that in the dumpster instead of the remains of a little baby.

· Share · 2 Likes
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Reply

Orange Pin

Get rid of Jewish slavery 

· Share · 1 Like

Orange Pin
· 1d

Reply

Red Magnet

Russia, the largest slaver in the world outside Asia with of one million modern 
slaves. (Walk Free Foundation)
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Red Magnet
· 1d · Edited

Reply

Red Mustache

US has more legal slaves than the whole world combined. It's called private 
prisons. I don't know what id1ot is employing you but it's obvious you know 
very little about US internal a�airs

· Share
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Reply

Blue Flame

Good. If something's living inside you and you don't want it, evict it. Better than ruining 
lives and raising awful unwanted people.

· Share · 3 Likes

Blue Flame
· 1d

Reply

Green Boomerang

When i was 10 years old i already �gured out that there is a very simple way not 
to get pregnant and you dont even have to spend a dime. Apparently some 
woman are such dumb w*ores that they haven't �gure it out yet.

· Share · 10 Likes

Blue Flame
· 1d

Reply

Blue Scissors

yep. so many people in this world without food, water. banning abortion would 
just escalate it

· Share

Blue Scissors
· 1d · Edited

Reply

Green Boomerang

And the White race, the only race with the creativity to solve Mankind 
problems, on a demographic collapse and the low-IQ races and cultures that 
dont perform abortions keep breeding and breeding. The White race is 
disappearing of the face of the Earth!! Don't you pro abortion freaks get that?! 

· Share · 3 Likes
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Reply

Cyan Chilli

Women's choice - George Soros doing the choosing for them according to the Soros 
leaks he wants massive abortion regimes in all Catholic countries.

All paid slaves for Soros.
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Cyan Chilli
· 23h

Reply

Cyan Chilli

He funded 3 Irish pro-abortion groups and stated in the leaks that a positive 
result in Ireland would leverage other Catholic countries like Poland to 
liberalize their abortion regimes.
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· 23h

Reply

The End Leader

Each of these LGBTQQ/ men/ women have the right to
A abort themselves
B cross dress
C bend over
D call the Tel-Aviv-Washington sodomites' hotline (in case of urgency)

 

· Share · 1 Like
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Reply

Cyan Chilli

World has grown tired of haggard old women demanding the death of the innocent 
too.

· Share

· 23h

Reply

Red Seahorse

What about men's rights if they want the women to have an abortion 

· Share

Red Seahorse
· 21h

Reply

Red Carrot

Should have listened to his old man is my reply to that.
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· 12h

Reply

Olive Blowdryer

How is murder a woman's right? What manner of evil is this?
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Jerzy Pryhozen Leader

Why are abortion fans wearing ISIS colors? Coincidence? 
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